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From the President—Captain John Clarkson
I would like to begin by first-of-all thanking the PastPresident, Don Prittie for his role as Board President for the
previous four years. I was elected as the incoming Board
Chair in the fall of 2019 and my first five months of this fiscal
year has been a personally steep learning curve, as this is my
first experience in being involved in the museum world.
When joining the Maritime Museum, I was under the
impression that it was a world much like my lifelong
experience in the marine industry; government related
marine ministries; and marine academia; however, I was
wrong. The Maritime Museum is a unique combination of Board fiduciary responsibilities; Membership
dynamics and perceptions; old personal allegiances; plus a myriad of dealing with all manner of governments
and their own priorities. I find the Maritime Museum world has a quite different meaning to avid marine
historians much of which is highly individual in nature. I continue reaching out to Members who have had a
great deal of history and experience with the Museum to gain their knowledge of past issues to see how the
Museum evolved in helping to plan for the future. For several years, the Board has been trying to find a
permanent new home for the Museum and this work is an ongoing priority.
The Museum exists primarily because of its collection and in this regard I believe that we must begin
to prioritize what is most important within the collection, and how this might affect the future size and
design of a proposed new home. I understand the uncertainty Members feel around the future of the museum
and its current situation during these difficult times. I am, however, personally buoyed by the shear enthusiasm
and dedication of our staff, Board, volunteers and membership. I look forward to meeting more of our
volunteers once COVID-19 restrictions are lifted. By placing priority on communications with Members, Board,
and staff, I hope to create a common understanding of the issues and possible strategies for ensuring the longterm viability and success of the Museum within the Greater Victoria region in the future.
My 'passage plan' is to make the safest voyage possible making port with the ship, cargo and crew intact.
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From the Executive Director—David Leverton
I would like to begin by expressing my sincere thanks to our Board, staff, and
volunteers for all of their hard work during the past year. I would also like to
thank our members, private donors, corporate and government sponsors who
have supported our ongoing activities. Without the support of all of these
individuals and organizations, it would be impossible for us to deliver such a
broad range of exhibits, programs and events. We have continued to make
the best of our smaller space at 634 Humboldt Street thanks to our dedicated
team. I would also like to recognize the ongoing volunteer work of Ann Jones
who has done an incredible job coordinating the Massive Marine Garage sale
and overseeing operations at our All Things Marine Thrift Store at Canoe Cove
Marina. I would also like to recognize the ongoing work of our Collections
Committee and the wonderful job that they are doing.

We hosted art shows, book launches, in-house exhibits and new virtual
programs this past year as well as held another successful Massive Marine Garage Sale event at Ogden Point
and Classic Boat Festival in Victoria’s Inner Harbour. The Museum has continued offering a range of onsite
workshop activities, as well as our Tea & Talks series and educational outreach programs.
On March 11, 2020 the World Health Organization (WHO) declared COVID-19 a global pandemic. On March 16,
2020, the Museum made the difficult decision to temporarily close our doors to the public for all in-person
activities and our staff quickly got to work shifting programs into a new virtual format so that we could
continue serving both our Members and the public. We have also continued our quest of identifying a new
purpose-built Museum to highlight our maritime heritage and care for our extensive collection of artefacts and
this work is ongoing.
The greatest strength of our Museum is the commitment of the people involved. We've had over 150
volunteers assisting the Museum during this past year, which is amazing. The successful creation of a new
Maritime Museum in the Greater Victoria region will be in large part, thanks to the continued dedication and
support of our Members as well as all of our volunteers and funding partners. Working together, we can make
a difference.
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Highlights—Exhibits
Great Pacific Garbage Patch— 12 April 2019 to 27 October 2019
This in-house exhibit explored the Great Pacific Garbage Patch and the problem of plastic debris.

Protecting our Coast — 31 October 2019 to 14 May 2020 (extended!)
This in-house exhibit looks at the timeline of lighthouse development along the B.C. coast and considers how
the roles of lighthouses have changed over the years. This exhibit included a photo gallery of Life at Pine
Island Light Station: 1957-1967.
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Highlights—Art Shows
Spirit of Canada by John Stuart Pryce — April to August, 2019
John Stuart Pryce’s art show featured pieces of Canadian landscapes. “My goal is to share with others what
my eyes see, my heart feels and my soul yearns to understand.” - John Student Pryce

Eyes of Society: A Regionalist Perspective — September to November,
2019
The Eyes of Society art show was a collaborative effort of the following artists: April White, Anja Karisik,
Andrew Cheddie Sookrah, Sophia Lavoie, Gary Landon, W. David Ward.
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Highlights—Events
Massive Marine Garage Sale— 13 April 2019
This year we hosted our 16th annual Massive Marine Garage Sale with major support from our volunteer Ann
Jones. It was another major success and raised approximately $9,000 for the Museum, despite the rain!

Great Pacific Garbage Patch Exhibit Launch — 1 May 2019
To launch the Lost Fleet exhibit, we hosted an event with speakers and vendors from local businesses, all
working on reducing the waste we put into the environment. The photos below are courtesy of James Holkko.
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Highlights—Events
Manry at Sea: In the Wake of a Dream Screening — 23 May 2019
We hosted the Canadian premiere of the film Manry at Sea: In the Wale of a Dream, which tells the story of
the small sailing vessel Tinkerbelle.

Around the World in a Dugout Canoe by John M. MacFarlane and Lynn
Salmon—19 October 2019
We were proud to host the book launch for Around the World in a Dugout Canoe: The Untold Story of
Captain John Voss and the Tilikum by John M. MacFarlane and Lynn Salmon, both past staff members at the
Maritime Museum of BC.
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Highlights—Events
Classic Boat Festival— 30 August to 1 September 2019
This year was our third year operating the annual Classic Boat Festival. It was the 42nd anniversary of the
Festival itself. The Songhees Nation kicked off the Festival with a traditional welcoming ceremony of the lead
vessel, Midnight Sun. We also hosted the Opening Reception and the Banquet Dinner for the boaters.
Thanks to our amazing team of staff, Classic Boat Festival Committee members, and volunteers, we were able
to raise $20,000 in donations at the docks!

Photos courtesy of James Holkko
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Highlights—Programs
School Programs
This year we have been able to continue to refine our school programs, ensuring they are aligned with school
curriculum. We have 8 different school programs that cover a variety of disciplines. In January 2020 we also
started delivering virtual programs for schools in Canada and the United States.

Maritime Memories
We have continued to offer Maritime Memories programs to seniors groups this year. Topics for these
programs are numerous and cover a range of options. We bring artefacts from our collections for these
programs, and encourage seniors to share their own stories and memories.
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Highlights—Programs
Craft Workshops
Our craft workshops continue to be popular! We offer a variety of different kinds of maritime themed crafts
every Saturday on rotation. They are also available for private bookings.

Museum Tots
The Tots program has continued this year. This program is for our smallest of visitors, and occurs every
Saturday during the off-season, or as a special booking.
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Highlights—Programs
Tea and Talks
This year we continued the program: Tea and Talks, sponsored by Westholme Tea, where we offer
participants special tea blends and different maritime themed talks.

Funding from the Victoria Foundation
In 2018-19 we received almost $15,000 from the Victoria Foundation, which has covered the program costs
for at-risk populations within our Greater Victoria community. We have been able to continue this work into
2019/20.
Museums have the ability to create a sense of belonging and well being within a community, and more often
than not, at-risk populations are the most in need of this. The $15,000 is being spread out to offer our walking tours, Museum Tots, Maritime Memories, and craft workshops to those who do not have the means to
cover the costs themselves. We have been developing partnerships with local organization such as Our Place
Society, Women’s Transition House, and the Cool Aid Society (just to mention a few!), who book our programs on behalf of their clients and participants.
So far, these programs have proven very successful and the participants are grateful for the opportunity to
engage with their local maritime community. With additional funding from other sources, we hope to continue this initiative in future years.
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Highlights—Community Events
Community Events and Activities — 2019-20
The Museum has taken part in a number of outside community activities this year. These community
activities not only allow us to connect with other organizations and to achieve our outreach goals, but they
also provide us with opportunities to further engage with the local community and to reach new audiences.


BC Family Day



Pass it Around



Victoria Day



Science Odyssey



BC Heritage Week





Remembrance Day at Fort Rodd Hill

Thermopylae Club: host venue for regular
meetings



Greater Victoria Public Library Culture and
Recreation Pass Program



V2V On-Board Video Interpretation



National Volunteer Week

Highlights— Virtual Activities
On Wednesday, 11 March 2020 the WHO declared
COVID-19 a pandemic. Less than a week later, on 16
March 2020, the Maritime Museum of BC made the
difficult decision to close to public for all in-person
activities. Immediately, staff got to work to shift these
activities into a virtual format, wherever possible to
continue serving the public. This section highlights
some of those virtual activities.

In the photo to the right, Laura Robin delivers a live
Facebook tour as part of these activities.
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Highlights— Virtual Activities
Museum staff have developed the following list of virtual activities:


live Facebook tours of exhibits, collections, and outside locations around downtown Victoria;



Maritime Minute video clips on YouTube highlighting objects in collection storage;



Tea and Talks has gone online through Zoom;



Trivia Nights;



Nautical Nights Speaker Series has been brought back in an online format;



virtual exhibits have been established;



school and senior programs have been modified to go online;



new craft workshop kits are available to purchase; and



the museum gift shop has gone online.
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All Things Marine Thrift Store
2019/20 Update from All Things Marine Thrift Store by Ann Jones, Volunteer Store Manager

For the fiscal year of 1 April 2019 to 31 March 2020. All Things Marine had sales of over $24,000. This
increase from the previous two years was partly due to the increase in donated items and also in the quality
of donations.
Our biggest donation was the wooden 20 foot sailboat, “Phoebe” and her trailer. We also sold several good
quality sails and our donations are increasing.
We had to close down due to COVID-19 in mid-March which is normally our biggest month of the year but
over the summer volunteers were able to work on the chart and book inventories.
At the beginning of August we opened the store on Saturdays, just one day a week following all protocols to
keep volunteers and customer safe. Our customers are very appreciative and are happy that we are able to
open during the pandemic.
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Collections Activities
2019/20 Update from the Collections by Jeffrey Olafson, Assistant Archivist
Since the 2018/2019 fiscal year, we have continued cataloguing and organizing the archives to reinstate
physical and intellectual order. The majority of archival materials have been transferred from cardboard
banker boxes to acid-free Hollinger boxes. To make these materials further accessible to researchers, we are
continuing the online cataloguing onto the archives database, Access to Memory (AtoM).
Moreover, in preparation for a more permanent location, a
work plan was developed to process and catalogue
approximately 35,000 artefacts in our object collection. To
fully process this collection, each item needs to be
photographed, measured, catalogued, and prepared for
storage and transit. Previously, only a few of these objects
had photographs attached, and so this processing will allow
for greater organization and care of our object collection.
Our volunteer base has grown substantially to over 20
volunteers, working on both the Ships’ Plan cataloguing
project, and the Digitization project. The latter project was developed after the volunteer-led cataloguing of
our photo-files to digitize each individual photograph. Sadly, at the beginning of March, all volunteer
positions were put on hiatus due to the Coronavirus pandemic. However, we are beginning to welcome back
our volunteers at our storage facility, for socially distanced projects.
The Collections Committee continues to be active as well,
assessing new donations for the collection and working on
targeted projects that contribute to the overall care and
maintenance of the collection.

Photo above: Jeffrey Olafson photographing a ship model in the
collection
Photo below: Lauren, a volunteer, assists with photo digitization
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SS Beaver Medal Award
The Maritime Museum of BC SS Beaver Medal for Maritime Excellence recognizes individuals who have made
outstanding contributions to the marine sector in our Province. These attainments may include, but are not
limited, to science, technology, business, applications of maritime skills and academic contributions. Candidates nominated by the public are selected each year through a rigorous screening process. An organization
or ship is also occasionally granted an award. The awards are selected by a blue-ribbon panel of representatives involved in various aspects of BC’s maritime interests.
About the SS Beaver
SS Beaver –the first steam-powered vessel on the west coast of North America- operated up and down the
BC Coast for 52 years. Built for the Hudson’s Bay Company on the Thames, she functioned as a floating trading post and coastal freighter. The Royal Navy (RN) had a constant presence in the coast starting in the 1840s
and it was its hydrographic work which opened up BC for shipping. The vessel Beaver was chartered by the
RN as a survey ship for 8 years. At the end of her career this pioneering vessel was sold by the Hudson’s Bay
Company and used as a towboat.
The gold-plated medals are cast from materials salvaged from the wreck of the ship after she grounded on
Siwash Rock outside Vancouver in 1888.
The 2019 Beaver Medal Recipients are:

The 2019 recipients (left to right, D. Rahn,
Y. Myers, K. Harford, Martens), with Maritime Museum of BC Board Chair Don
Prittie (right) and Commodore Jan Drent
(left)



Yvette Myers, who had a career in Coast Guard and was most
recently the first Executive Director of the Federal
Government’s Oceans Protection Plan.



Kenneth Harford, who had a long career in applying
engineering solutions to vessel design and was eventually
president of naval architecture firm Robert Allan Ltd of
Vancouver.



David Rahn, publisher of Western Mariner.



Special award to heritage steam tug SS Master, home port
Vancouver.
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Sponsors, Funders, and Corporate Donors
Every year we receive support from our community through either in-kind or financial contributions. We are extremely grateful for
this strong support. Here are the organizations who have contributed in 2019-2020:
3-Hour Sail

Drop the Plastic

Live Edge Design

Scotty Manufacturing Ltd

10 Acres Restaurant

Eagle Wing Whale and Wildlife
Watching Tours

Living Oceans

Sherwood Marine Centre

Local Restaurant

S.M. Blair Family Foundation

Milestones Restaurant

Seize Change

Miniature World

Surfrider

Moon Under Water Brewpub

Taku Resort

Munro Books

Tigh-Na-Mara Seaside Spa Resort
and Conference Centre

Air North
Art Gallery of Greater Victoria

Edgewater Hotel
Emily Carr House

Ballet Victoria
Barb's Fish and Chips
Bard and Banker Pub

Fairmont Empress Hotel
Finest at Sea
Five Star Whale Watching

BC Ferries
BC Gaming Grant
Beaufort Winery
Black Ball Ferries
Bob McDonald, CBC Quirks &
Quarks

Food For Thought

Nautical Nellies Steak & Seafood
House

Frankie’s Modern Diner

Northwest Maritime Center

Trotac Marine

Garrick’s Head Pub

Oak Bay Municipal grant

Union Club of British Columbia

Global Tents

Ocean Networks Canada

V2V

GVHA

Ocean Pacific Marine Store and
Boatyard

Vic Theatre

Brown’s Social House

Hagerty Insurance

Butchart Gardens

Harbour Air Seaplanes

Canadian Coast Guard

Hotel Grand Pacific

Canoe Cove Marina and Boatyard
Canada Summer Jobs
Canadian Coast Guard

Hoyne Brewing Co.
Huntingdon Manor
Il Terazzo Restaurant

Victoria Butterfly Gardens

Ocean River Sports

Victoria Film Festival

Pacific Yachting

Victoria Foundation

Pagliacci’s

Victoria International Marina

Pattison Outdoor Advertising

Victoria Symphony

Pearson College UWC

Viking Air

Pink Dishrack Floating Cottage at
Westbay

Chateau Victoria Hotel

Island Graphics

Chocolate Favoris

Ivy’s Book Shop

City of Victoria grant

James Holkko Photography

Coastal Guardian Watchmen

John’s Place

Darcy’s Pub

Kewan Aboulhosn, MD FRCPC

Day’s Inn

Len Maycock Corporate Awards & Quality Inn
Custom Engraving Services
Russell Books

Downtown Victoria Business Assn

Times Colonist

Plastic Oceans Canada
Prestige Hotels and Resorts

West Coast Refill
Western Stevedoring
Westholm Tea Co.

Westport Marina
Prince of Whales Whale & Marine
Westwind Hardwood Inc.
Wildlife Adventures
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Membership
Our total membership count at 31 March 2020 was 488.
Below is the list of our Corporate Members (from 1 April 2019—31 March 2020). We would like to extend
our warmest thank you to these organizations for jumping on board with us in our goals to promote our
maritime history and culture.

Mariner

Admiral

3-Hour Sail

BC Coast Pilots

Chateau Victoria Hotel and Suites

Black Ball Ferry Line

Pacific Boat Brokers

Capital City yacht Club

Port Townsend Sails

Hagerty Insurance

Simply Sailing Inc
TecNet

Honorary Admiral
Canoe Cove Marina Ltd

Captain

Island Graphics

Point Hope Maritime

Trotac Marine Ltd

Victoria Power and Sail Squadron

Western Stevedoring Co. Ltd.
Wottrich Holdings
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Volunteers
The Maritime Museum of BC could not accomplish our many programs, events, and activities without the
extraordinary volunteers who give their time out of love and dedication. It is because of their help that the
Museum is able to achieve everything that we do for our Members as well as local and provincial
communities. Without these special individuals, the Museum would not be able to offer so many services.
We would like to extend a most heartfelt thanks to all of our volunteers who have put in time and effort to
help us thrive through 2019/20. We at the Maritime Museum of BC look forward to having their amazing
support as we move into 2020.
Our volunteers dedicate their time in all areas of the Museum including:

All Things Maritime Thrift Store
Classic Boat Festival
Collections
Exhibits
Front Desk and Gift Shop
Library and Archives
Massive Marine Garage Sale
Programs—In-House and Outreach
Special Events
SS Beaver Medal Awards
Workshops
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Volunteers
Here are the names of all the individuals who have volunteered their time and effort over the course of the
past year to promote BC’s maritime heritage and culture:
Rob Abernethy

Daniel Brooks

Patrick Davies

Ben Ho

Kewan Aboulhosn

Michel Brossard

Equia Doller

James Holkko

Nora Afifi

Maureen Bull

Catherine Doyle

David Huchthausen

John Anderson

Cameron Butt

Patrick Doyle

Harvey Humphrey

Ron Armstrong

Murray Butt

Jan Drent

Alan Humphries

Terese Ayre

Maggie Calder

Chelsea Dunaway

Paul Hunt

Vincent Baart

Andrew Carter

Thaddeu Dyfryer

Alexandra Hursey

Judy Baldwin

Richard Chudley

Chris Earl

Jack Janigun

Nick Banks

Poomrapee Chuthamsatid Jan Eastman

Bent Jespersen

Judy Barefoot

John Clarkson

Penney Edwards

Andrew Johnston

Renee Bauert

Barbara Clee

Clay Evans

Jim Johnston

Pauline Beauvais

Adam Cochrane

Tanya Frey

Ann Jones

Mary Ann Beveridge

Robin Cochrane

Renee Gaudet

Ted Knowles

Roger Boe

Steve Corcoran

Robert George

Lorne Knutson

Erika Boukamp Bosch

Patrick Crabbe

Tony Grove

Mark Lindholm

Samantha Bradford

Olivia Craster

Paula Handsen

Karen Lapsley

Kirsten Brand

Mark Crisp

Garth Harkess

Stu Lawrie

Ross Brand

Dave Critchley

Carol Hasse

Patrick Lawson

Ulrich Briner

Bob Cutting

Dorothy Hewison

Alison Leamy
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Volunteers
Adrian VHF Lee

Phil Pidcock

Bharati Shaw

Ateeq Weera

Mark Lindholm

Rebecca Pierce

Navjeet Singh

Elizabeth West

Robyn Liseth

Jurgen Pokrandt

Hossein Reyhani Sisi

Amanda Wild

Thomas Longman

Ian Poyntz

Alan P.D. Smith

Darren Williams

Dierdre MacLeod

Caroline Preston

Vanessa Spacey

Lisa Wills

William H Martin

Don Prittie

Mike Spence

David Winkler

Sibyl Martinez

Lori Prophet

Bonnie Stacy

Michael Winters

Marianne McKee

Patrick Raham

Tyler Stadler

Jason Ye

Mike McKee

Jacquelin Randen

Jill Stainforth

Meilin Yuan

Rhian McKee

Peter Redekop

Tiffany Storrey

Peng Zhang

Barb McLauchlan

Orlie Reese

William Sullivan

Sean McLorie

Martin Reigh

Tess Szostakiwskyj

Ravi Mehra

John Roberts

Thomas Sztanek

Nina Mercuri

Tad Roberts

Peter Testemale

Saki Mizuno

Emma Robertson

Judy Thompson

Wendy Moreton

Barry Rolston

Lauren Tierney

Sheila Neapole

John Sarsfield

James Tirrul-Jones

William Noon

Stephen Sawford

A.R. (Tony) Toxopeus

Dave North

Alexander Scheer

Lena Tremblay

Raynette North

Marianne Scott

John Vardalas

Kristyn Pattermore

Thom Sedun

Sarah Waddington

Cathy Penner

Brooke Shaughnessy

Jaime Webb
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That’s 152 people! A huge
thank you to all of our volunteers who have dedicated countless hours this
year to promoting and
preserving our maritime
heritage and culture! The
Museum is truly a better
place with all of your support.
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Volunteer Stories
Our volunteers are amazing! Here are several stories of why volunteers got involved with the Museum and
what they enjoy about spending time here:
Michael Winters
When Michael got the chance to volunteer at the Maritime Museum
he eagerly took it – what better way for a newcomer to build an
understanding of Victoria’s history as a port city and a crossroads of
the world? A native of San Francisco, Michael spent most of his
professional life in journalism as a reporter and editor in California
Wine Country. His work took him across the States and throughout
Latin America. Today he enjoys professional landscape painting,
scale ship modeling and reading up on the history of British
Columbia. And every chance he gets, the explores the abundance of
hillside trails around Victoria in long runs with his Taiwanese rescue
dog Romeo.
Judy Thompson
Judy volunteers three times a week at the Museum and is one of
the kindest and most knowledgeable persons we know. Not only
does Judy assist and train researchers who come to the library to
work on a project, she also helps find material from our library
and archives for exhibits and programs. She has been with the
museum for 8 years and is an integral part of our team.
Judy was featured on Nauticapedia! You can read more about her
time at the Museum and all the wonderful things she does here:
http://www.nauticapedia.ca/Gallery/
Archives_Libraries_MMBC.php
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Volunteer Stories
Our volunteers are amazing! Here are several stories of why volunteers got involved with the Museum and
what they enjoy about spending time here:

David and Raynette North
Both of these volunteers were born and raised in Victoria B.C. and met in high school. They have lived and
worked in five provinces and retired happily back to Victoria in 2014. Dave has had a life long interest in
ships and the sea and has worked as a Naval Architect in part of his career. He was interested in the
Maritime Museum of BC since his early years and always dreamed of volunteering as a resource in RCN
history at the museum. Dave volunteers as a speaker for the Tea and Talks and for the Classic Boat Festival
as well as leading walking tours from the museum. Raynette has supported the museum at the same event
and most recently through the collection and cataloguing of photographs in the on-line database the
museum is creating. Dave and Raynette have two daughters, both of whom are married, one living in
Victoria and the other in Calgary and have five grandchildren. They both look forward to the growth and
development the museum is embarking on.
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Future Planning
On 25 February 2020, the Maritime Museum of BC entered into a legally non-binding Memorandum of
Understanding (MOU) with the City of Langford for the proposed creation of the new Pacific Maritime Centre
(PMC) that includes a new climate-controlled, purpose-built, state-of-the-art Maritime Museum, an
immersive planetarium theatre, an observational lighthouse designed sky-deck and restaurant, commercial
office tower, daycare facilities, conference centre, free public parking and an adjoining City of Langford
Performing Arts Centre. This ambitious undertaking would be located at 2360 City Gate Blvd, in Langford, BC
in a high traffic area.
The overall project is expected to generate hundreds of short-term construction jobs and several new full
and part-time jobs in the Greater Victoria region. The proposed new Maritime Museum would be large
enough to house the entire artefact and archive collection. There would also be a large traveling exhibit area,
research and library facilities, educational classrooms, a lecture theatre and public programming spaces. This
newly proposed iconic Maritime Museum is estimated to be 80,000 sq. ft. in size and capable of supporting
the museum's growth for many years into the future.
This is a unique opportunity for the Museum to once again consolidate all museum operations under one
roof and establish a cooperative development model involving both the government and private sector with
the goal of the Museum owning the building once the project is completed. The PMC will seek to combine a
diverse range of maritime related facilities, within an integrated cluster including a maritime-oriented
museum, research, education and commercial uses. It is critical that the planned commercial office space
within the PMC is leased out as part of the proposed development of the project.
The goal of the proposed PMC is for the Museum to become financially independent and less reliant on
government subsidies. Work on this project will continue into 2020/21 with the goal of opening the new
facility to the public in the fall of 2023. Further information about the project is available on the museum's
website at mmbc.bc.ca.
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Board of Directors
John Clarkson

Chair

Robin Cochrane

Director

Alan Smith

Vice Chairman

Mark Crisp

Director

Mark Moore

Treasurer/Secretary

Don Prittie

Past President

Rhian McKee

Director

Darren Williams

Director

Ian Poyntz

Director

Staff
David Leverton

Executive Director

Holly Hopkins

Programming Assistant (past)

Brittany Vis

Associate Director

Tiffany Storry

Programming Assistant (past)

Laura Robin

School and Public Programs
Manager

Emily Chomyn

Programming Assistant (past)

Maleah Schmitke

Membership and Donations
Coordinator

Jeffrey Olafson

Assistant Archivist

Sydney Fuhram

Public Engagement Intern

Kirsten Mathison

Marketing and Events
Coordinator (past)
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Contact Us
info@mmbc.bc.ca
(250) 385-4222
mmbc.bc.ca
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